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This month I was invited to present a Member Knowledge Share at the East Midlands Chamber and
during my preparation, I reflected on the biggest challenge currently faced by my coaching clients prolonged change and its impact on confidence. These are some of the insights I shared.
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These are some of the strategies I shared during the Member knowledge share for getting change ready.

How do you react to Change?

Developing Personal Resilience

Notice how you react to change.

Building personal resilience will

face your fears, they become

Are you fearful, anxious, curious?

help you to become more change

less frightening

ready.

Get social support -

Face your fears - when you

People with a fixed mindset during

connection calms our mind &

change are likely to get stuck in

Role models - great role

reduces stress

the earlier stages of the change

models provide a positive

Keep your brain strong - grow

curve - held back by the fear of

example & support

your mind by learning &

change & uncertainty. Whereas

Physical fitness - the stress of

adapting to new information

people with a growth mindset are

exercise helps you to adapt to

about the world

more likely to progress towards

the stress you feel when life

experimentation and the upside of
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the change curve as they have a

Cognitive flexibility - be

tendency to look for the

flexible in the way you think

opportunities that change will

about challenges (growth

bring about.

mindset) & the way in which
you react emotionally to stress

1. What is your general attitude
towards change?

challenging situations in the
future?
2. How would you like to feel
different?

mission & purpose in life gives
meaning to the things you do

3. Who can help you feel more

Be optimistic - balance a

4. What learnings can you take

1. How will you think about

Find meaning - having a

2. What drives this?
comfortable with change?

Reflective Questions:

positive outlook with a realistic

3. What are your greatest
learnings from your most
difficult experiences?
4. What will you commit to that

view of the world

pushes you out of your
comfort zone?

from a positive experience of
change that worked out well?
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